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Records of Ohomopterus arrowlanus (Coleoptera, Carabidae)
in the Southwestern Part of Shizuoka Prefecture, Central

Japan, with Description of a New Subspecies

Yuk i IMURA

Shinohara-cho 1249 -8, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama, 222-0026 Japan

Abstract A new subspecies of Ohomopterus arrowlanus is described under the
name matsunaga1 from the Iwatabara Plateau of southwestern Shizuoka Prefecture in
Central Japan. Records of the nominotypica1 arrowianus and 0. a komlyai from the
surrounding areas are also given.

Ohomopterus arrowlanus is a well-known carabid beetle occurring in the central part
of Honshu in Central Japan. The species is polytypical and is classified into seven
subspecies mainly on the male genitalic morphology (IsHIKAwA & KUBoTA, 1994;
KUBoTA& YAHIRo,2003), though a part of them are considered to be of hybrid origin
viewed from the molecular phylogenetica1 studies (IMURA, AKITA et a1.,2005; IMURA,
ToMINAGAeta1., 2005; SU et a1., 2006; etc.). One of them, subsp komiya1, is known to
be distributed between the lower courses of the 0i-gawa and Tenryu-gawa Rivers in the
southwestern part of Shizuoka Prefecture. However, our knowledge is not necessarily
sufficient for details of its distribution and local variation. Above all, the southwestern
part of the distributional range near the lower course of the Tenryu-gawa has been
poorly investigated.

In the spring of 2007, a series of carabid specimens referable to 0. arrovvianus were
collected by Masamitsu MATsUNAGA from the Iwatabara Plateau lying on the left bank
of the lower Tenryu-gawa River, and were submitted to me for study through the
courtesy of Yoshihiko SHIcHINo.  Examining the specimens by himself, MATsUNAGA
was aware of the fact that the Iwatabara specimens could be discriminated from subsp
komiyai by larger body size and differently shaped male genital organ. Closer examina-
tion made by myself proved that MATsUNAGA's samples were surely distinguishable
from all the known races of0 arrowianus mainly in characteristically featured digitulus
of the male genital organ. After making further searches with the aid of MATsUNAGA
and SHIcHINo in2008, I have come to the conclusion that the Iwatabara population is
worth regarded as a good geographical race. In this paper, I am going to describe it as
a n e w subspecies of 0. arrowianus under the name of matsunagai and give some
addit ional records of the two neighboring subspecies, arrowianus (s. str ) and komiyai
from the southwestern part of Shizuoka Prefecture.
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The abbreviations of collector's name used in the text are as follows: MM -
Masamitsu MATsuNAGA [松永正光], YS- Yoshihiko SHIcHIN0 [七野芳彦], YI - Yuki
IMURA.

Before going further, I wish to express my deep appreciation to Mr. Masamitsu
MATsUNAGA of Shizuoka-shi without whose enthusiast ic searches this work could not
have been accomplished. Hearty thanks should be expressed to Mr. Yoshihiko
SHICHIN0 of Suita-shi who kindly entrusted me with the study of MATsUNAGA's
specimens and helped my field works on and around the Iwatabara. Thanks are also due
to Dr. Shun-Ichi U直NO(National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo) for reading
the manuscript of this paper.

Ohomopterus arrowianus arrowianus BREUNING, 1934
Carabus (Apotomopterus) yaconinus: BREUNING, 1932, Best.-Tab cur. Coleopt., (104): 1-288, p 233 [nee

BATES, 1873].
Apotomopterus arrowianus BREUNING, 1934, Folia zool hydrobio1., Riga, 6, p 31.
Carabus (0homopterus) arrowianus: IsHIKAwA& KUBoTA, 1984, Akitu, Kyoto, (N.S ),65, p.1 (1ectotype

designation of C arrowianus: locality shown on the attached label of the lectotype is“Kobe”, but correct
locality is presumed to be somewhere in Aichi or Shizuoka Pref ); 1994, Bul l biogeogr. Soc. Japan,
Tokyo, 49, p. 121.

Ohomopterus arrowianus: Kinki Research Group of Carabid Beetles, 1979, Spec. Pub1. 0saka Mus nat. Hist.,
Osaka, p. 13.

Specimens e:)camined.  [Iwata-shi] 3 , 3 早早, Kanda [神田] in Kaminobe [上野
部], 26-IV-2008; 5 ,5 早早, Teradani-shinden [寺谷新田], 26-IV-2008;4 , 1 早,
Teradani [寺谷], 12-I-2007; l 早, same locality,2-IV-2007;2 , 4 早早, Toyoda-nishi-
no-shima [豊田西之島], 11-IV-2008; 7 , 7 早早, same locality, 26-IV-2008; 3 ,

3 早早, Miyamoto [宮本], 26-IV-2008; to , 10早早, Toyo-oka [豊岡], 26-IV-2008;
1 , 1 早, Kaketsuka [掛塚], 26- IV-2008; 9 , 10早早, four different stations (pine
grove near the seashore, thicket near the village, etc.) in Komaba [駒場], 22-IV~6-V-
2008; 1 早, Fukude-nakajima [福田中島], near Fukude-koen Park  [福田公園], 21-V-
2008; 1 , Fukude [福田], ca 200m east from Fukude-koen Park, 29-IV-2008; 1 早,
same locality, 30-IV-2008; all but the last three collecting sites (Komaba, Fukude-
nakajima and Fukude) are indicated by the riverside grassy area on the left bank of the
Tenryu-gawa River. All the specimens were collected by MM and preserved in the
collections of YI and MM.

Notes. Judging from the male genitalic features, all the examples recorded from the
above localities seem to have originated somewhere on the right (western) bank of the
Tenryu-gawa River, the main territory of0 a arrow,1anus. They must have reached the
opposite (left or eastern) bank most probably on the occasion of flood, and colonized
tentat ively at each station. Two isolated colonies (Fukude-nakaj ima and Fukude, each
corresponding to Nos 9 and 10 on Fig.17) found near the seashore in the southeastern
end of Iwata-shi are assumed to have been drifted by an ocean current from the mouth
of the Tenryu-gawa River. According to MATsUNAGA, these drift-established popula-
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tions are rather commonly recognized along the left bank of the lower Tenryu-gawa
River, suggesting that this type of dispersal is not so rare in this area.

Ohomopterus arrowianuskomiyai IsHIKAwA, 1966
(Figs. 1-6)

Apotomopterus insulicolakomiyai IsHIKAwA, 1966, Bull natn. Sci. Mus., Tokyo, 9, p. 12, fig. 2; type locality:
Mt. 0gasayama, 0gasa Co., Shizuoka Prefecture.

Carabus (0homopterus) arrowiatiuskomiya1: IsHIKAwA& KUBoTA,1994, Bull biogeogr. Soc. Japan, Tokyo,
49, p i t8.

Specimens examined. [Shimada-shi] 2 , 3 早早, Yoko-oka [横岡] , 10-III-2005,
MM leg;1 , 2 早早, Yoko-oka-shinden [横岡新田], a riverside area on the right bank of
the 0i-gawa River,26-V-2008, MM leg; l , Kanaya [金谷], 2-II-1967, K. NIsHIDA
leg; 1 (,'1, 2 早早, same locality, 27-XII-1970, YI leg; 2 , 3 早早, Yul [湯日], 20-V-
I989, YI leg; 2 , 2 早早, Sakamoto [坂本], 26-I-2006, MM leg; [Makinohara-shi]
2 ,2 早早, Sugegaya [管ヶ谷], 4-III-2008, MM leg;8 ,5 9-9, Jitogata [地頭方],
4-m-2008, MM leg; 6 , 10早早, Horino-shinden [堀野新田], 9-III -2008, MM, YS
& YI leg; [0maezaki-shi] 2 , 1 早, Kadoya [門屋], 30-IV-2008, MM leg ; 2 ,

3 早早, north of Sakuragaike Pond [桜ヶ池] in Sakura [佐倉], 11-III-2008, MM leg;
[Kikugawa-shi] 1 , Tomita [富田], 10-III-2005, MM leg;5 , 1 早, Kan-no-o [神
尾], 9-III-2008, MM, YS& YI leg;7 ,4 早早, Konpira-jinja Shrine [金比羅神社] in
Kate [河東], 9-III-2008, MM, YS & YI leg; [Kakegawa-shi] 6 , 4早早, Mt.
Awa-ga-take [粟ヶ岳], 22-II-1982, YI leg; 5 , Terashima [寺島], 18-m-2007,
MM leg;2 , 7 早早, Yuke [遊家], 28-II-2008, MM leg;1 , 3 早早, Hongo [本郷],
28-II-2008, MM leg ; 5 , 5 早早, Mt. 0gasa-yama [小笠山], 11-I I-1982, YI leg ;
5 ,3 早早, 0hama-keen Park [大浜公園] in Osaka [大坂], 9-III-2008, MM, YS& YI
leg; [Fukuroi-shi] 3 , 3 9 ;', Muramatsu [村松], 28-II-2008, MM leg; to ,

60 o, Hatta-san [法多山], 20-V-1989, YI leg ; l , Toyosawa [豊沢], 13-IV-2007,
MM leg; 4 ,5 早早, Asaba [浅羽], 13-IV-2007, MM leg;1 d'', Minato [湊], ca. l50
m nor th from the seashore called Asaba-kaigan [浅羽海岸], 13-V-2008, MM leg;
6 ,6 早鷁,  same  locality,21-V-2008,  MM  leg;  [Mori-machi ] ,3 早早, west of Mt.
Komohari-yama [菰張山] in Mikura[三倉], 8-III-2008, MM& YSleg; [Tenryu-ku in
Hamamatsu-shi] 1 , Yokokawa [横川], 8-III-2008, MM& YS leg; 2 , 12 早早,
Tadarai [只来], 8-III-2008, MM& YSleg;9 ,6 早早, Yamahigashi [山束], 8-III-
2008, MM& YSleg;3 , 4 , Futamata-ch6-6sono [二俣町大園], a riverside area
on the left bank of the Tenryu-gawa River,26-IV-2008, MM leg,; [Iwata-shi]3 ,

2 (; (;), Minamida-ihe-shinden [南田伊兵衛新田], ca 780 m inside from seashore, 26- IV-
2008, MM leg;2 , same locality,29-IV-2008, MM leg; the specimens are separately
preserved in the collect ions of MM, YS and YI.

Distribution. Hilly to mountainous areas in the region between the lower courses of
the 0i-gawa and Tenryu-gawa Rivers except for the Iwatabara Plateau.

Notes.  Viewed from the male genitalic features, the present subspecies seems to
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show some local variations. In the specimens from the southeastern end o f the
distributional area, apical half of the digitulus is often wider and robuster (Fig 6) than
in the specimens from the type locality (Figs. 1-3). Those from northwestern Kake-
gawa-shi or north-central Fukuroi-shi(Nos25 and30 in Fig.17) bear longer and wider
digitulus, showing a tendency to intergrade with subsp matsunagai. It is worth noting
that the specimens referable to typical komlya1 were unexpectedly recorded from the
plain near the seashore in the southeastern corner of Iwata-shi (No 40 on Fig. 17).
Though rather difficult to specify the way by which they reached here,one possibility is
that this colony might be transferred by the Ota-gawa River from somewhere on the left
bank of its upper course, the westernmost part of the territory of subsp komiya1.

Ohomopterus arrowianus matsunagai IMURA, subsp n o v

[Japanese name: Iwata-osamushi]
(Figs. 11-16)

Description. Most closely allied to subsp komlyai, but discriminated from that race
most aptly by characteristically shaped digitulus of the male genital organ. Averagely
larger body size, differently proportioned elytra and robuster aedeagal apex are also
diagnostic.  Length (including mandibles): 23.7-27.8 (arithmetic mean25.7) mm in
male,24.7-28.4 (arithmetic mean27.0) mm in female. Body above reddish to brownish
coppery or dark coppery, occasionally with a greenish tinge on head and pronotum.
Tibiae and tarsi usually dark rufous. Entirely greenish or blackish individual was not
found so far as concerned with the specimens examined. Differs from subsp komiyai
in the following respects:1) size apparently larger on an average;2) elytra usually more
elongated, with the lateral sides less acutely narrowed toward apices; 3) apical part of
aedeagus usually a little robuster; 4) digitulus of male genitalia larger, with the apical
portion much more remarkably elongated, widely depressed and apparently dilated
usually towards the left near apex which is obtusely rounded.  Its dorsal wall usually
grooved longitudinally on both sides of central ridge.

Type series. Holotype: , Kamada [鎌田], ca. lOm in altitude, on the Iwatabara
(=Iwatahara or Iwata-ga-hara) Plateau, in Iwata-shi, of Southwest Shizuoka Prefec-
ture, Central Japan, 2-IV-2007, M. MATsUNAGA leg., to be deposited in the Depart-
ment of Zoology, National Museum of Nature and Science, Tokyo. Paratypes(all from

Figs. 1-16. Male genital organ of Ohomopterus arrowianus subspp. (left, apical part of aedeagus in
right lateral view; centre, digitulus (copulatory piece) in right lateral view; right, ditto in dorsal
view). - 1-6, subsp komiyai (1-3, from Mt. 0gasa-yama in Kakegawa-shi; 4, Sakamoto in
Shimada-shi;  5,  Mt.  Awa-ga-take in Kakegawa-shi;  6,  Jitogata in  Makinohara-shi);  7 -10,
intergrading population between subspp komiyai and matsunagai (7-8, Shimonobe in Iwata-shi;
9, Godaijima in Iwata-shi;  10, Gokuraku-ji Temple in Ichimiya, Mori-machi);  11-16, subsp.
matsunagai (11-12, Kamada; 13-14, Shingai; 15, Iwai; 16, Teradani; al l from Iwata-shi ). Scale: 1
m m .
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southwestern part of Shizuoka Prefecture): [Iwata-shi] l , same data as for the
holotype; to ,9 '? ';), same locality,27-VII-2008;2 , Shingai [新貝], 2-IV-2007;
20 ,8 9 9, same locality,26-VII-2008;1 , south of Oji-jinja Shrine [王子神社] in
Myogajimabara [明ケ島原], 18-IV-2008; 10(l'lc,'1, 6 早早, same locality, 26-IV-2008;
1 , Mikano [三ケ野], 9-III-2007; 2 o''o'',1 早, Iwai [岩井], 21-III-2007;2 , 2 早早,
Kasaume [笠梅], 18-IV-2008; 6 , 3 早早, same locality,26-IV-2008; 1 早, Konodai
[国府台], 2-IV-2007;3 , 1 早, same locality,1l -IV-2008;9 , 3 (; ';), same1oca1-
ity,18-IV-2008; 1 , same locality, 26-IV-2008;1 早, Tomigaoka [富丘], 2-IV-2007;
1 早, Teradani [寺谷], 11-IV-2008;2 ,2 早早, same locality,18-IV-2008; 6 ,6 早
早, same locality, 26-IV-2008; [Fukuroi-shi] 1 , 4 早早, Midori [見取], 18-IV-2008;
4 , 3 早早, same locality, 26-IV-2008; 4 ,6 早早, Tomonaga [友永], 24-II-2008,
MM, YS& YI leg;3 , 4 早早, Yamada [山田], 24-II-2008, MM, YS& YI leg; all
but the specimens from the last two localities (Tomonaga and Yamada) were collected
by MM. The paratypes are separately preserved in the collections of MM, YS and YI.

Distribution. Narrowly localized on the Iwatabara Plateau in the southwestern part
of Shizuoka Prefecture, with the eastern margin outlined by the Ota-gawa River in the
south and its main tributary, the Shikiji-gawa River in the north. The western margin
is defined by the western edge of the plateau indicated by a river terrace stretching from
north to south along the left bank of the lower Tenryu-gawa River. Southern limit so
far known is Kamada, the type locality of the new subspecies, lying near the southeast-
ern end of the Iwatabara. In the northernmost part of the plateau, the new subspecies
meets subsp komiya1 and seems to hybridize with it to form an intergrading zone as
mentioned in the following section.

Nlotes. Until enthusiastically searched by MATsUNAGA, our knowledge was not
necessarily sufficient on the distribution and local variation of Ohomopterus arrovvjanus
in the southwestern part of Shizuoka Prefecture, and we naturally considered that the
whole range between the lower courses of the 0i-gawa and Tenryu-gawa Rivers might
be occupied by a single subspecies, 0. a komlya1. It was therefore unexpected that such

Fig. 17. Map showing the collecting sites of Ohomopterus arrowlanus subspp. in the southwestern
part of Shizuoka Prefecture, Central Japan. ☆一 Subsp arrowianus, 口一subsp komlyai, 0 -
subsp matsunagai, △一intergrading population between komtya1 and matsunagai. - 1, Kanda
in Kaminobe;2, Teradani-shinden;3, Teradani (riverside area of the Tenryu-gawa); 4, Toyoda_
nishi-no-shima; 5, Miyamoto; 6, Toyo-oka; 7, Kaketsuka; 8, Komaba; 9, Fukude-nakajima; 10,
Fukude; 11, Yoko-oka; 12, Yoko-oka-shinden; 13, Kanaya; 14, Yul; 15, Sakamoto; 16, Sugegaya;
17, Jitogata; 18, Horino-shinden; 19, Kadoya; 20, Sakura; 21, Tomita; 22, Kan-no-o; 23, Kate;
24, Mt. Awa-ga-take;25, Terashima; 26, Yuke;27, Henge; 28, Mt. 0gasa-yama; 29,Osaka;30,
Muramatsu; 31, Hatta-san; 32, Toyosawa; 33, Asaba; 34, Minato; 35, Mt. Komohari-yama; 36,
Yokokawa; 37, Tadarai;38, Yamahigashi;39, Futamata-cho-osono; 40, Minamida-ihe-shinden: 41,
Kamada; 42, Shingai; 43, Myogajimabara; 44, Mikano; 45, Iwai; 46, Kasaume; 47, Konodai; 48,
Tomigaoka; 49, Teradani; 50, Midori; 51, Tomonaga; 52, Yamada; 53, Toyo-oka Kokusai
Country Club in Shimonobe; 54, Shin-hirayama-kogyodanchi in Shimonobe; 55, Shikiji Tunnel;
56, Godaijima;57, west of Shikiji Station;58,0tosho;59, Gokuraku-ji Temple in Ichimiya.
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a unique population with characteristically shaped male genital organ did occur in
narrowly restricted area in the westernmost part of the same range. The Iwatabara is a
low diluvial plateau formed near the estuary of the Tenryu-gawa River, measuring about
15 kilometers from north to south and about 5 k ilometers from east to west at the widest
part, with the height more than 100 m in the north and less than 10 m in the south. In
the past time, the new subspecies must have inhabited the whole range of this plateau,
but it is now rather discontinuously extant along the eastern or western edge, since the
greater part of the Iwatabara have already been cultivated or developed as residential
a r e a. The main habitat of the new subspecies is such environment as the forest of
evergreen broadleaved trees, that of planted cedar trees,or a small-scale grove remained
around temple, shrine or tumulus. As shown in Fig.17, the nominotypica1 arrowianus
is rather commonly recorded along the eastern bank of the Tenryu-gawa River, and the
habitat is only a few hundred meters distant in a beeline from that of matsunagai at the
nearest point. Nevertheless, both the subspecies is nowhere intermingled and no
individual caused by natural hybridization has been found. On the other hand, the new
subspecies meets subsp komlyai and apparently hybridize with it in the northernmost
part of its range, where the Iwatabara Plateau is narrowly connected to the bedrock
hills, the main territory of subsp komiyai.

Intergrading Population between Ohomopterus arrowlanuskomiyai
and 0. a matsunagai

(Figs 7-10)

Specimens examined.  [Iwata-shi] 4 d'ld'', 109 1), near Toyo-oka Kokusai Country
Club [豊岡国際カントリークラブ] in Shimonobe [下野部], 9-IV-2007; 2 , 1早, Shin-
hirayama-kogyodanchi [新平山工業団地] in Shimonobe, 18-IV-2008; same locality,
2 , 1 早, 26-IV-2008; l 早, Shikiji Tunnel [敷地トンネル] on the borders of Shimo-
nobe and Shikiji, 9-V-2007; 5 , 13 早早, Godaijima [合代島], 26-IV-2008; 2 ,

1 早, same locality,8-III-2008, MM & YSleg;2 ,9 早早, west of Shikiji Station [敷
地駅] in Shikiji,24-II-2008, MM, YS& YI leg;2 , 6 o -Q, 0tosho [大当所], 24-II-
2008, MM, YS& YI leg; [Mori-machi]2 ,8 早早, near Gokuraku-ji Temple [極楽寺]
in Ichimiya [一宮], 9-IV-2007; the above specimens were collected by MM unless
mentioned and otherwise are preserved in the collections of MM, YS and YI.

Range. Near the northern end of the Iwatabara Plateau and the adjacent hills
belonging to the northernmost part of Iwata-shi and southwestern tip of Mori-machi.

Nlotes.  In the northernmost part of the Iwatabara Plateau, most specimens of 0.
arrovl,1anus show considerable variation in shape of the digitulus, and considered to form
an intergrading population between subspp komiyai and matsunagai. Some specimens
from near the southwestern end of Mori-machi (Nos 58 and59 on Fig. 17), or even
those from northwestern Kakegawa-shi (No 25 on Fig. l7) and north-central Fukuroi-
shi (No 30 on Fig. 17) bear longer and wider digitulus, suggesting that the intergrading
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zone between the two subspecies may be spread a little more widely than expected

要 約
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井村有希: 静岡県南西部における ミカワオサムシの記録と1 新亜種の記載. - ミカヮオサム

シ0homoPterus arrowianusは本州中部に分布する多型種で, 形態学的には7 亜種に分類されてい
る. このうち, 静岡県南西部の大井川と天竜川に挟まれた地域に産する集団はカケガヮオサムシ
Subsp・ komiya'として古くから知られてきたが, 松永正光氏らによる綿密な現地調査の結果, これ
まで調査の手が及んでいなかった天竜川下流域左岸の磐田原台地一帯に, 交尾器形態に顕著な

特徴をもつ固有の集団が生息していることが判明したので, matsunaga, という名を与え, 新亜種
として記載した. 本論文では同時に, これまで記録地点が比較的希薄であったカケガヮオサムシ
と, 河川流や海流により漂着したと思われる河川敷, 海岸地域におけるミカヮオサムシ基亜種の
記録などもリストアップし, 若干の考察を加えた.
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